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PLAY



Picture Talk

▷ One person is the describer, 
remaining players are copiers.

▷ The describer selects a card. S/he 
may use any words to instruct the 
copiers how to draw the picture.

▷ The copiers are not allowed to 
speak, except to say "Repeat." 

▷ When all copiers are finished, each 
copier reveals her/his drawing.



UNPACK, DEBRIEF, REFLECT



What Are Games?



“
A game is a system in which 
players engage in an artificial 
conflict, defined by rules, that 

results in  a quantifiable 
outcome.

(Salen & Zimmerman, 2003, p. 80)



Parts of Games

▷Goal

▷Space

▷Core mechanics

▷Components

▷Challenge 

▷Rules



Your First Challenge

▷ Goal Guess the picture/Transmit the picture 

▷ Space Cards, room 

▷ Core Mechanics Guessing, drawing 

▷ Components Cards, pen/pencil, paper, players 

▷ Challenge Difficulty level on cards

▷ Rules ... 

Add a constraint



Now... make a card for us to play!



Three-Tac-Toe



AFTERSCHOOL
GAME CLUBS











MAKING
GAMES



What Is a Game Jam?

















DESIGN







GAME JAM!
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Themes



 RESKINNING FLUXX

Play, and then redesign, your own themed 
version of the card game Fluxx.



 TWINE

Interactive Fiction



 STORYWEAVERS

An exploration of theme and core mechanics, 
through the lens of stories. 



 BLOXELS

Where stories and games collide!



Theme



SHARE-OUTS





Los Angeles 2017-18

http://www.gamesforchange.org/studentchallenge/la/



Snow Ball Fight!



Thank You.
Any questions?

@MatthewFarber
MatthewFarber.com
mattfarber1@gmail.com
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Work with a team to build a collaborative story! 

RULES

PLAYERS 4-6
AGES 4 and up 
SETUP Print and cut out the Storyweavers cards

•Want more cards? Use the blank cards in the back to draw your own!
•To print the front and back of the cards, you can either print double-sided, or print on
one side of the page and then glue two pages together.
•To print just the front of the cards, you can simply delete the odd numbered pages of this
document.

1 Put the Character, Place, Object, Action and Emotion cards in different stacks in the middle of the table.
2  Player 1 chooses a Character card. Make up a sentence that uses that character.
3 The next player chooses a Place card and makes up a sentence.  The sentence must fit into the story Player 1
started.
4The next player chooses a card from the Obejct category, and so on.
Make your own rules!
As you continue the game, decide if players will continue to draw from the different categories in a specific order,
or if players can choose any category they want when it’s their turn.
5Make a great story!



OBJECT OBJECTOBJECT OBJECT

OBJECT OBJECTOBJECT OBJECT

PUDDING

MOON COAT BOTTLE SHOE

TEDDY BEARCROWNBROCCOLI
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PLACE PLACEPLACE PLACE

PLACE PLACE PLACE PLACE

SHIP SCHOOL UNDERWATER MOUNTAIN

FARM KITCHEN CAVE LIBRARY
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CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER

CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER

SQUIRREL HORSE DINOSAUR SUPER HERO

SNAKE WIZARD SCIENTIST VAMPIRE
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EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION

EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION

DISGUSTED EMBARRASSED SCARED HUNGRY

INDIFFERENT CURIOUS GUILTY PROUD
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ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION

ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION

SINGING SHOUTING CLEANING CLIMBING

DIGGING WRITING SEARCHING FALLING
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VARIANT FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING

RULES

PLAYERS 4-6
AGES 4 and up 
SETUP Print and cut out the Storyweavers cards

•Want more cards? Use the blank cards in the back to draw your own! 
•To print the front and back of the cards, you can either print double-sided, or print on 
one side of the page and then glue two pages together.
•To print just the front of the cards, you can simply delete the odd numbered pages of this 
document.

1Use the cards with the black space for writing in your own text on the front
2Write in the appropriate word in the language of your choice
3 Play proceeds as normal, but sentences must be in the chosen language!
4For an extra challenge, don’t write in any words onto the cards: players must figure out the words in the chosen language 
based on the image, as well as make sentences! For correctly uses words, allow players to write the words in themselves.



OBJECT OBJECTOBJECT OBJECT

OBJECT OBJECTOBJECT OBJECT
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PLACE PLACEPLACE PLACE

PLACE PLACE PLACE PLACE
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CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER CHARACTER
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EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION

EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION EMOTION
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ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION

ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
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ACTIONEMOTION

ACTION OBJECTPLACECHARACTER

CHARACTER PLACE
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OBJECTCHARACTEREMOTION

ACTION OBJECTPLACECHARACTER

EMOTION
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Picture Talk or Graph Talk Rules 
 

 

● Put students in groups of 24. 

● Assign one person to be the describer and the remaining players are copiers. 

○ The describer draws a card. S/he may use any words to instruct the copier(s) 

how to draw the picture. 

○ The copiers are not allowed to speak, except to say "Repeat" and "Start Over." 

● When all copiers are finished, each copier reveals her/his drawing one at a time.  

● The describer role rotates. 

 

Try having students mod the game to make it more challenging or fun! 
 



PICTURE
TALK
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TALK



MEDIUM EASYEASY MEDIUM

DIFFICULT MEDIUMDIFFICULT DIFFICULT



EASY MEDIUMEASY MEDIUM

DIFFICULT MEDIUMEASY MEDIUM



EASY MEDIUMEASY

SNOWPERSON CAT ROCKETHOUSE

MEDIUM

DIFFICULT MEDIUMEASY

ICE CREAM CONE LAPTOP UMBRELLACAMERA

MEDIUM



MEDIUM EASYEASY

MAGNIFYING GLASS CASTLE PAC MANSUN

MEDIUM

DIFFICULT MEDIUMDIFFICULT

KEY FLOWER COFFEE CUPROBOT

DIFFICULT



PICTURE
TALK
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TALK
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TALK

PICTURE
TALK
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TALK
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PICTURE
TALK

PICTURE
TALK
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One entry point to becoming a game 
designer is to mod a game—change one 
part—to create a new game. Before you 
can change one part, you have to 
understand all of the parts and how 
they work together. The table below 
explains each part in detail.  After 

 

PARTS OF A GAME

Parts of a Game

 

 

reviewing the definitions, match the 
words below (on the right) to the 
correct part(s) of Tic Tac Toe.

Goal
What does a player or team have to do to win?
For example: Cross the finish line first, collect the 
most marbles, be the last standing, etc.

Challenge
What obstacles are in the player’s way of 
reaching the goal?  
For example: Every player is guarded by an opponent 
so it’s more difficult to reach the basket.

Core Mechanics
What core actions or moves does the player 
do to power the play of the game?
For example: Dribbling, trading, rolling, passing, 
solving clues

Components
What parts make up the materials of play?
For example: Bandanas, a grassy field, marbles, 
a basketball, 5 players

Rules
What relationships define what a player can 
and cannot do in the game?
For example: After a team scores a basket, the 
other team gets the ball.

Space
Where does the game take place?
For example: On a basketball court, in a circle, in a 
classroom, a park

 

PARTS OF TIC TAC TOE:

Be the first to
get 3 in a row

3x3 Grid

Writing

2 players

X and O

Paper

You don’t know where 
your opponent will
place their symbol

Players take turns 
writing their symbol

Writing Utensils

Chalkboard

Blocking

White board

Match items on the right to the appropriate part(s) of Tic Tac Toe.

Goal

Challenge

Core 
Mechanics

Components

Rules

Space
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What is Current?



Current’s Smart Technologies

Current leads the industry with our alternative energy technologies. 
But we go beyond helping customers reduce energy consumption and 
costs. We can equip our hardware with intelligent endpoints, such as 
energy load controls, sensors, motion detectors or Wi-Fi- and 
Bluetooth-enabled monitoring, to collect valuable data about business 
operations. This way, we can turn any energy system into a wirelessly 
networked intelligent environment.
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Electric Vehicle Charging 

EV charging stations offer convenience for businesses or cities who want 
their employees or residents to power up their cars while they work or play.
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Electric Vehicle Charging 

https://youtu.be/5dMKlanbkVI
GE Durastation EV Charging Tutorial
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Electric Vehicle Charger Solutions 

…for your connected future.
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Electric Vehicle Charger Solutions 
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Solar Solutions

Rooftop

Who’s a good candidate?

Carport & EV Charging Ground-mount

Gain energy independence by generating lower-cost, renewable solar energy 
on site.
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Current Solutions
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LED Lighting - Indoor

LEDs are an environmentally friendly lighting solution that deliver huge long-
term energy savings—and can be integrated with an array of intelligent 
hardware.

Learn more about LEDs with LED 101
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Intelligent Endpoints & 
Wireless Controls

Sensors, motion detectors, Wi-Fi-enabled monitoring, energy load controls 
and more can be installed into LED fixtures or other hardware to collect 
valuable data about businesses or cities.
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Intelligent Cities

Cities have 
extraordinary 
data…

So much data 
to capture and 

process…

Little things make a big difference in peoples’ everyday lives. Like public Wi-
Fi on every street corner. Convenient electric vehicle charging stations with 
built-in solar panels. Mobile apps that instantly find the next bus or nearest 
parking spot. We connect cities with the digital infrastructure that makes 
better living a reality.  Just imagine the possible… 
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Intelligent Cities

You can capture 
pedestrian 

traffic…

Weather and 
traffic data…

Lights that are on 
every street can 
be connected!
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Intelligent Cities

Determine if 
parking is 
available…

Opportunities 
are open to what 

you can 
imagine…

Identify vehicle 
movement… 
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Intelligent Cities - Partnerships
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Intelligent Cities

Traffic Study Buddy CitySight ParkNow

Key features:
- Near real-time traffic info 

from a node of choice
- Choose between 4, 8, 12 or 

24hr view
- Graphs show insightful 

trends

Brings sensor data: vehicle 
speed, count, direction of 
travel, and lane.

Key features: 
- Near real-time image and 

video
- 15 second video clips with 

video player
- Save videos of interest for 

future viewing
- Delete or rename 

previously saved videos
- Does NOT do video 

streaming

Key features
- Enter destination of interest
- Display potential parking 

regions
- Overlays “car icon” near real-

time







TAKE THE CHALLENGE: LOCAL STORIES & IMMIGRANT VOICES

Since the 17th century immigrants and migrants have created and shaped 

communities across the United States. The first Europeans came to the U.S. in 

search of religious or political freedom or they arrived under labor contracts, 

while Africans were forcibly caught in the Atlantic slave trade. Later, immigrants 

and migrants arrived here, fleeing famine, poverty, civil unrest, and war, or they 

were attracted by the opportunity to improve their work or living conditions.

There has never been a time when immigration or migration stopped. And each 

succeeding group of newcomers changed the communities they settled in. Your 

city is home to thousands of immigrants, all of whom, like people in the past, 

have stories to share. Maybe your neighbors or family members arrived in the 

United States. Think about what the experience as an immigrant must have been 

like now or in any period in history. Was it hard to find your way around the city 

streets? What was it like attending school or making friends? This theme invites 

you to create a game about the immigrant experiences in your city.

Choose one of the below prompts for your game, or develop your own game 

concept:

x Code-switching: When people move to the United States to live, they 

assume a new identity as an immigrant but bring a lifetime of cultural and 

familial references and experiences; ultimately they develop cross-cultural 

fluency. This act of changing one’s language and self-presentation 

depending on the situation is called “code-switching.” Create a game that 

imagines a world in which code-switching is a positive and empowering 

tool (maybe it’s even a superpower).

x Community story: Interview someone in your community or family who 

immigrated to the United States. What resources in the community did 

they use? Who helped them out? What has gotten in their way? What 

have they learned? Make a game that tells this unique story from their 

point of view, and incorporates primary sources from your research, such 

as voice recordings, old photographs, and maps.

x Borderless lands: Today, 97% of people live in the country they were 

born in. Would a world without political borders inspire more immigration? 

Create an adventure game about a borderless world. How do people 

communicate and navigate? How do the cultures mix and mingle? How 

would schools prepare truly “global” citizens?

x Compare: Create a game that compares the lives of two immigrants from 

different cultures living in your city during the same or, oppositely, distant 

historical periods. Through your game’s narrative, explore how these 

experiences were similar or different, allowing for the possibility that one 

day, their lives intersect.


